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TATTU EDINBURGH 
Tattu is an independent family run business founded in 2015 by two brothers. The Tattu 
brand set out with a clear vision – to bring something unique and exciting to the UK 
culinary scene. The word Tattu is derived from a combination of ‘Tattoo’ the art form 
that inspires our interiors and ‘Tatau’ which is an ancient word from eastern culture that 
means to ‘make a mark’.  

The goal was to build a customer experience around the brand that stimulates all senses, 
fusing beautiful and meaningful design with quality and innovative cooking. Each seasonal 
menu is created by Tattu’s talented chefs utilising only premium ingredients sourced 
from carefully selected suppliers, delivered by highly-trained front of house teams, with a 
strong focus on meticulous and engaging customer service. 

In tribute to the historic and modern qualities of the city of Edinburgh, with its medieval 
streets of Old Town and modern architecture of New Town, the Tattu interiors blend 
heritage Chinese detailing and furniture with cutting edge design and luxury materials.  



CUISINE
Tattu delivers contemporary Chinese cuisine, fusing traditional flavours with 
modern cooking methods and exquisite presentation to create a unique and exciting 
dining experience.

Diners are encouraged to embrace the customary approach of sharing dishes with their 
guests, from colourful dim sum and luxurious small plates, to contemporary main course 
dishes and stunning desserts. Each seasonal menu is created by Tattu’s talented chefs 
utilising only premium ingredients sourced from carefully selected suppliers. 

Our menus are broken down into four sections, Dim Sum, Small Plates, Large Plates, Sides 
and Desserts. The concept follows Chinese dining traditions of delivering food to the 
centre of the table to be sampled by everyone rather than the customary starter, main and 
dessert structure. As a social experience this invites more interaction and engagement 
between our customers and our team. 

Dim Sum is a style of Chinese cuisine prepared as small bite-sized portions of food served 
in steamer baskets or small plates. They are an art form in themselves and can take be 
adapted to contain a range of interesting ingredients and shapes. The production of dim 
sum is highly skilled and specialist which makes it a rare concept outside of very traditional 
Chinese restaurants. At Tattu we experiment with unusual flavour combinations, colours 
and shapes to produce unique dishes that can’t be found anywhere else. 

To ensure our product is unique our menus go through a lengthy creative process, starting 
with a simple and recognisable flavour profile our team then formulate ways to expand on 
this profile from a new angle and presentation. Tastings are held weekly and an idea can be 
refined up to ten times before the final product is created ready for our seasonal updates.



LARGE PARTY TABLES
For parties of 10 - 14 guests, we have our two circular booths, both mirrored with the 
reflection of the restaurant ahead and covered by our iconic Cherry Blossom.  

 Here your party can enjoy a group dining experience whilst soaking up the atmosphere 
of our main restaurant. 



VENUE HIRE 
This space holds up to 100 guests for a seated dining event or, up to 150 for a drinks 
and canapé event.  

Our entire team are committed to your every need and event requirements, to provide 
your group with an exceptional dining experience, selecting one of our specially curated 
sharing menus or choosing small plates and Dim Sum from our canapé menu. 



SELECT YOUR MENU 
Our Executive Chef, has created a series of menus specifically for larger groups that 
have been designed with sharing in mind, to allow you and your guests an opportunity to 
experience the unique flavours and cuisine of Tattu Edinburgh 

Pair this menu with pre-selected wine or a selection of our favourite cocktails for an 
unforgettable experience.   

Please see over for an example of our menus. 









CHICKEN TRUFFLE SHUMAI  £4 PER P IECE 

Freshly shaved truffle and soy.  

SEVEN SP ICED SEARED TUNA  £4 PER P IECE 

Truffle aioli, caviar and citrus ponzu.  

SZECHUAN RED BELLY PORK  £4 PER P IECE 

Baby leek and smoked crackling .

XO SCALLOP S  £6 PER P IECE 

Salmon caviar, wasabi pea and daikon.  

SWEET TAMARIND TOFU BALLS  £4 PER P IECE 

Winter melon, candied chilli and mint. 

MISO CAR AMEL TRUFFLES  £3 PER P IECE

Canapés 
Recommended 10 – 15 pieces per person. Available for groups of 16+ only



Bespoke cocktail and wine menus available for your party on request



HIRE CHARGE 
Minimum spend is dependant on date & time of the booking and the specific booking 
requirements. Please reach out to the team directly for a quotation.  

DEPOSIT & PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS 

For group reservations, a deposit of £20 per person is required upon booking to secure 
the reservation. 

 For full venue hire, a deposit of 50% the minimum spend is required upon booking to 
secure the reservation. 
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For more information
please contact our team: 

0131 558 1922 
Edinburgh @tattu.co.uk

@tatturestaurants
Tattu.co.uk

  


